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Ensuring the Uniform 
supplier and processes are 

environmentally sustainable.

Creating a uniform that encourages students of all 
genders, ages and playing abilities to play sport. 

Creating a Hire System to reduce 
waste and overall costs to families.

Creating consistency across 
all sports in the design, colours 
and garment quality. 



Uniform 
Statement
The TAS Sport Uniform is an important part of 
the School’s identity and culture. It reflects 
the value we place on traditional standards 
of excellence whilst being modern, 
sustainable and of the highest quality. 
We want TAS students to be proud of the 
TAS Sport uniform and know that it is of the 
highest quality for their playing level. 

The refreshed Sports Uniform has been 
developed to create consistency of design, 
colours and apparel across the range of sports 
that TAS offers. The ‘TAS Stripe’ will become 
an iconic element of the TAS Sport identity. 
The Stripe is also a nod to our school’s history 
as it was the Rugby uniform when the schools 
became coeducational in 1972. 



Gilbert 
Partnership 
After a lengthy Tender process, TAS is proud 
to have chosen to work with Gilbert as our 
exclusive Sports Apparel provider.

Founded in 1855 by Henry John Gray, Gray-
Nicolls Sports (Gilbert) has grown to its present 
pre-eminent global position, and is proudly still 
family owned and run by fifth generation Gray 
family members. 

Gilbert has been at the root of some of the 
best-known sporting products for over 160 
years. This time frame has seen its products 
used by sports stars who have long since 
assumed legendary status and has provided 
the business with a unique gravitas. It’s 
heritage and record of innovation has been 
distilled into a powerful portfolio of brand 
names familiar throughout the sporting world, 
resulting in a one stop shop for sporting 
equipment, accessories and apparel. 



Environmental 
Impact
An essential element of the Uniform 
redesign was lessening the waste and overall 
environmental footprint of the TAS Sport 
Uniform. This commitment to sustainability 
is multi-faceted as the school has chosen 
only 100% recycled fabrics, a hire system 
that allows students to upsize each year as 
they grow 

Envyro is Gilbert’s latest recycled performance 
fabric offering, which is manufactured from 
recycled and sustainable materials. While 
plastic consumption is on the rise, we’re doing 
our part to give single-use plastic bottles 
a second life. Envyro is the cornerstone of 
Gilbert’s sustainable eco-conscious program, 
where they have proudly reduced their 
water and energy consumption, invested in 
product development and realigned their 
environmental values for a sustainable future.



Hiring 
Options
TAS is committed to lessening the financial 
and environmental impact of our Sporting 
Uniforms on families and from 2023 will 
introduce a Hiring System for TAS Sport 
Playing Uniforms. This allows growing students 
to upsize each year without paying the full cost 
of a uniform each time a new size is needed.

The Hire agreement will see Tops and 
Dresses available for hire for the season 
length of that respective sport for a small 
fee. Shorts/Pants and socks will still need to 
be purchased. This will be managed by the 
Uniform Shop and if garments are not returned 
by the end of the season on time and in a 
reasonable condition, the cost of the garment 
will be charged to Term Fees.

For members of TAS United (Football), the hire 
of your garments will be arrange directly with 
the Club. 

Hiring 
Options



Track & Field

Tennis

Netball

Basketball

Rugby Union

Football

Volleyball

Touch Football

Hiring Options



Hiring Options

Sport Item Hire Fee (per season)

Netball Netball Dress $22

Rugby Rugby Jersey $22

Football Pro Jersey $TBC

Track & Field Multi-Purpose Singlet $11

Touch Football Touch Football Singlet $11

Volleyball Volleyball T-Shirt $13

Basketball Basketball Singlet $11

The Hire agreement will see Tops and Dresses available for hire for the season length of that respective sport for a small fee. Shorts/
Pants and socks will still need to be purchased. This will be managed by the Uniform Shop and if garments are not returned by the end 
of the season on time and in a reasonable condition, the cost of the garment will be charged to Term Fees.



Playing Kit 
Guidelines
From 2023, the following new Playing Kit 
will be the only uniform permitted to be 
worn on the playing field for any sport. All 
previous iterations of Playing uniforms will 
be discontinued. The Playing Kit must only 
be worn to games and will not be used as a 
training shirt. Use of the Playing Kit across 
multiple sports is not allowed. 

The appropriate uniform must be worn 
by students at all times when they are 
representing the School and TAS Sport. 
Students are expected to wear their uniform in 
such a way as to show pride in being identified 
with the School.

Please note, additional sports may be added 
to the TAS Sport offering will follow the same 
design guidelines the current swimming design 
will not change.



TAS Sport 
Playing Kit



Playing Kit 
Basketball



Playing Kit 
Football 

Please note: The TAS United Uniform will feature a V-Neck design



Playing Kit 
Netball 



Playing Kit 
Rugby



Playing Kit 
Tennis



Playing Kit 
Track & Field



Playing Kit 
Touch Football 



Playing Kit 
Volleyball


